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Executive Summary
Over 4,500 professors, students and staff commute each day to UW by bicycle1,
offering a potent additional customer base for University Way merchants.
However, the 42nd St area of University Way lacks safe, reliable bicycle parking for
customers, resulting in bicyclists minimizing their business in this area.
As the Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) is no longer funding onstreet bike facilities for businesses due to budget cuts, our community
organization is offering to arrange for funding and construction of a “bike corral”
for our merchant community. This proven facility would replace a single onstreet automobile parking space with convenient, visible parking spaces for up
to 12 customers on bicycles.
In Portland, bike corrals have a two-year merchant waiting list and high merchant
satisfaction. Business owners attribute the installation of a corral with an
increase in customers, an improved sidewalk/café environment, and improved
business visibility from the street.2

A bike corral adds a
“college town” vibe to
a street.

David Amiton, E-mail interview. 18 Oct. 2011.
Drew Meisel, “Bike Corrals: Local Business Impacts, Benefits, and Attitudes”,
May 2010. http://bikeportland.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/PDX_Bike_Corral_Study.pdf
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The Business Opportunity of Bicyclists as
Customers
Making University Way a more attractive destination for customers on bicycle can
enable our businesses to better tap into a sizeable, recurring customer base.
Each day, 8% of trips made to the University of Washington (UW) take place
by bicycle, with 11% of faculty, 8% of students and 6% of staff commuting by
bicycle at least once a week. These 4,500 daily commuters offer an undertapped
customer base for merchants, including affluent, choice riders: UW faculty are
50% more likely to commute by bicycle than students.3
It’s economically valuable for University Way businesses to make it easier for
customers on bicycle to shop. In Toronto’s Bloor Annex neighborhood (adjacent
to a major university & with bike/pedestrian usage also comparable to Seattle’s
University District), a survey + customer intercept study revealed that customers
who arrive by bicycle:
•

spend more money each month in the area than customers who arrive
by car.

•

are significantly more likely to become frequent customers than
those arriving by car.4

The Problem: Inadequate Bicycle Parking on
University Way
Presently, University Way does not offer an adequate supply of safe, convenient,
and reliable bicycle parking. Unfortunately, this shortage is especially
pronounced in the stretch of University Way that could be most easily accessible
to potential customers on bicycle from the University of Washington, centered
3

Gilmore Research, “2010 U-Pass Survey Summary Report”, April 2011.

http://metro.kingcounty.gov/am/reports/2010/2010_upass.pdf

Clean Air Partnership, “Bike Lanes, On-Street Parking and Business: A study of
Bloor Street in Toronto’s Annex Neighborhood,” February 2009.
4

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/pdf/bike-lanes-parking.pdf
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around 42nd St. and University Way. Customers on bicycle are currently
reduced to locking their bicycles to signs, parking meters, and even garbage
cans.
An audit of the 41st-42nd block of University Way revealed unmet demand for
bicycle parking. Every bicycle rack was at its capacity, yet the majority of bicycles
were observed to be locked to objects other than bike parking racks. (see
Appendix A.)

This lack of quality bike parking harms our community businesses. Bicyclists
self-report minimizing time and money spent on this stretch of University
Way due to this lack of safe, trustworthy parking:
“I feel awkward leaving my bike attached to [parking sign posts or other
objects] so therefore I don't frequent other merchants than the one I
went to eat or shop at.”
– Bob, University Tower employee
“[Bike parking] influences my decision to walk or ride… [it makes] my
husband think twice and three times about a run down to Chipotle or
True Value because these are the kind of trips that are *supposed* to
take five minutes and that gets doubled if you're wandering around for
five minutes trying to find a place to keep your bike safely…. The places
that do have bike parking get my business and the places who don't
get passed by.”
– Allison, U-District
“When I go to the U-District, I am
ambivalent about bringing my bike for
lack of secure and visible parking…I
almost never feel good about leaving
[my bike] parked and tend to minimize
my time in shops.”
– Robin, Phinney Ridge

Bikes on University Way are often parked to
any available object: parking meters, garbage
cans, etc.

1
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Bike Corrals as a Solution for University Way
A bike corral replaces a single on-street car parking space with up to a dozen
high-visibility parking spaces for customers on bicycles. They serve as a
honeypot for customers on bicycle, by enabling predictable, convenient and safe
parking. Because bikes are particularly space-efficient relative to automobiles,
converting just a single parking space to a bike corral can literally double
the effective customer parking capacity of an entire blockface.
In addition to improved ease of customer access, businesses also benefit from
increased visibility from the street. By placing a corral next to a crosswalk,
pedestrian safety is further improved by an unobstructed “daylighted” line of
sight from the crosswalk.
For a restaurant, café or other experience-oriented business with outdoor
seating, bike corrals can highlight and complement the outdoor ambiance by
distancing customers from automobile parking and enabling a livelier street
environment.
These business benefits are why the city of Portland currently has a 2-year
backlog of merchant requests for bike corral construction, despite two years
of adding a new corral roughly every two weeks.5

A bike corral complements an
outdoor cafe ambiance.

Jonathan Maus, “Behind Portland's bike corral backlog”. Bike Portland.
10/29/2011. http://bikeportland.org/2011/04/13/behind-portlands-bike-corral-backlog-51332
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Implementing a Bike Corral: University Way & 42nd
In order to address the bicycle parking crunch on the lower Ave and showcase
the opportunities for improved bicycling supporting commerce in our
neighborhood, University Greenways would like to arrange for and
coordinate the funding and construction of a bike corral within a half-block
radius of University Way & 42nd Street.

Location
The optimal placement for a successful bike corral is directly in front of a highvisibility, high-traffic establishment, preferably with outdoor seating;
intersections or space adjacent to curb extensions are preferred corral locations.
For businesses, this placement enhances the ambiance of their outdoor patio
seating. For bicyclists, the visibility and foot traffic reduces the risk of bicycle
theft and vandalism, making it feel safer to leave one’s bicycle unattended while
shopping.
Ideal candidates would include businesses such as:
•

Chipotle. Opportunity to complement the outdoor patio and increase
their desirability as a “grab and go” destination for bicyclists. A corral
would be a natural fit for Chipotle’s sustainability vision and brand. The
high customer traffic at this business provides natural “eyes on the
street” to keep bicycles watched and guarded.

•

Café on the Ave. While this location is ideal for visibility, the fire hydrant
appears to preclude placing bicycle parking. (The 15’ clear rule also
applies to parked bicycles near hydrants.)

Secondary opportunities would include:
•

Bulldog News. Central, visible location. However, the business type &
interior arrangement does not naturally lend itself to “eyes on the street”
to reduce bicycle theft.

Construction logistics
According to Douglas Cox at the Seattle Department of Transportation, a private
organization can obtain permits to construct an on-street bike corral, so long as
it meets the Seattle Right-of-Way Improvement Manual guidelines. Postconstruction, the bike corral would be donated to the City of Seattle, with the
City responsible for subsequent maintenance.
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In order for SDOT to approve construction, the bike corral must be endorsed by
the neighborhood Chamber of Commerce, and receive support from a majority
of adjacent businesses on the block.

Funding
The approximate cost of a “Portland-styled” bike corral (as shown in the photos
herein) is $2,700 including installation.
Ideally, University Greenways would seek to cover 50% of the cost and arrange
for grant or community funding for the remainder (e.g. Department of
Neighborhood’s Small Sparks Fund and/or from the beneficiary businesses).
However, we are equipped to cover the full cost if necessary.
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Appendix A: Existing bicycle parking conditions
The below map represents a survey conducted in summer 2010. 10 of 14
bicycles surveyed in the block of 41st-42nd and University Way NE were locked to
objects other than designated bicycle parking.

4 bikes parked at
SDOT bike rack

1 bike locked to
recycling can

1 bike locked to
railing

3 bikes locked to
railings

2 bikes
parked to
post at
crosswalk
2 bikes parked
to railings at
Café Solstice .
1 bike locked to
parking meter.
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Appendix B: About University Greenways
Our Mission
Formed in August 2011, University Greenways believes in the vision of a vibrant, thriving
University District where everyone can walk and bike safely and comfortably within our
community and to adjoining neighborhoods.
What we do
We strengthen the U-District’s commercial core by enabling a new stream of untapped
customers beyond the neighborhood walkshed. Through safe, attractive and connected
community bikeways where everyday families feel comfortable riding, we help make the
Ave an attractive and accessible destination again for adjoining neighborhoods. Our
merchants are economically strengthened through a broader customer base that doesn’t
disappear each summer.
We support our residential neighborhoods through safer streets and a more connected
community where everyone feels safe walking and biking. Residents feel that the changes
we advocate for make their neighborhood more desirable and strengthen what they
already love about their community.
We make the University of Washington more competitive to prospective students,
faculty and staff. We complete UW’s quality of life picture as a place that people can get to
and around efficiently, affordably and comfortably.
We make the most of our regional investment in light rail. By enabling multi-modal
commutes and easy circulation throughout the U-District, we make the U-District a place
where it’s convenient and practical to leave your car at home.
How we do it
We advocate for improvements that help all members of our community. We are not
‘bicycling’ advocates or ‘walking’ advocates. We’re advocates of a safe, attractive and
economically competitive U-District for everyone.
We rigorously listen to and understand our diverse community’s unmet needs and
opportunities: university, business and residential. While we bring a clear point of view
on how livable streets can support these needs and opportunities, we’re here to amplify
the U-District community’s voice, and not to supplant it with our own.

